DATE: January 19, 2016

RFP NUMBER: 2016-008 Recycling Services

RFP DUE DATE: February 01, 2016

The following changes and/or clarifications are hereby incorporated into the RFP. Your proposal must reflect the following:

Deadline for Questions/Concerns per Section 2.4:

1) Can you please provide a copy of the current agreement/rates for recycling?

   We cannot provide a copy of our current agreement.

2) Is there separate language for the processing of the recycling?

   Not sure what you’re asking. The language we have is in Section 5: “Scope of Work.” Specifically, in Section 5.4

3) Does recycling residue (contaminated recycling) have to be disposed of at the Arlington MRF?

   The disposal site was assumed to be only the Arlington MRF, unless another, suitable, licensed site is declared in your proposal (so we know where it will be going). This would establish a specific location and allow you to use a site that can meet the contract requirements. And fit the budget allotted for the contract, if you have some specific deal that makes for a better pricing situation.

4) Will you consider programs that require glass to be handled separately if it leads to higher rebates and a better overall benefit to the University?

   Yes, we would consider it. However, this would need to be quoted as a viable option. However, would not negate the need for you to quote ALL items as requested in Section 6 of this RFP.

5) The bid says that pricing is to be constant for the entire first year.

   a. Does this mean the pricing cannot change at all?

      Please review Section 1.4, “Term of the Agreement”
b. Would this exclude pricing based on a formula that is tied to an index?

Please review Section 1.4, “Term of the Agreement” and Section 6.0, “Pricing and Delivery Schedule.”

5) Is the material generated the Dream Machines a mixture of PET bottles and Aluminum cans? If not, can you explain what this material consists of?

Yes the only material collected in the Dream Machines is PET bottles and Aluminum cans.

PLEASE SUBMIT WITH YOUR PROPOSAL

Charles Brooks          Contract Specialist     817-272-2140

SIGNED: ____________________________

COMPANY NAME: ____________________________